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ABSTEACT 
Interest in the problem d dum~~g ~ptete  ~ty  was recently re- 
newed by studyL~g the ~ from a qualitative point of view. We muvey reredos on 
the genera] problem ~ud its qualitative version. 
1. CO~,~ ~~Y POS~ MATBICES 
A real n x n matrix A is con~/e~.Jy po~fit~ if it can ~ d~m~ 
A - BB z where B is a nonnegative n × k matrix. This is e~ivaient to the 
statement fllat ~e  q .~t ic  form xrAx can ~ expre~ed ~ L~ + . . . .  ~- L~ 
where LI, . . . ,  L k are linear fo _~ns wi'~ no m~_~ve coefficients in xv.. . ,  z, ,  
and is not to be confused with A being to~y po~'~ve, -- v~"~Ji ~~ ~ 
the minors of A are uonnegetive. (~  a remark in [i4] conce~-~ng a re~uon 
between the two ~ of matrices.) 
Cowp~eteiy positive ma~ces are importer in the s~y of block designs 
[7]. Other app~,~_.~ion~ [.~ ~^d'--~,,,,c "'a proposed m~c~_~ica~ ~,.~'~_~ o_  e~_~rgy 
demand for ce~ ~ors  of the U.S. economy" and s~c~.  
A geometric interpretation of complete posi~vi~ is the following: Let 
x v-. . ,  x~ be vectors in E ~, and cons~-,~r c  ~r~on whe~er ~*~ e~ 
number ~ and an ~me~y T: ~'~ ~ ~ ~ such that 7'(~ ~),..., T(~,) lie in ~c  
nonnegafive orb i t  of ~ .  The a~er  is in the ~a~ve if and only if the 
~ "  ~ ut~ . . . . .  ~ '~ - -4  - .~-_e . ~  w~_~ su~A h~- ~ ~nd for L~c promotion of re.~rch at the T~on.  
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2. DOUBLY b IONNECATP/E  MATRICES 
C|~x|y~ ff A m com~ete~y no~tive, thee it is o l ~ ~  nonne~~ 
and positive semide~te.  We shall rder to being nonn~t~ve in these two 
senses as being ~ l~ nonnega~w. Thus the completely lx~sitive nvatrices 
are doubly nonnegative. The converse is, in general, true only for n g 4° Thi_..s 
is s~ted in the following two theorems. 
1 [15]. I f  A is an n × n ( n 4) doubl  nonnega t,e nu x, 
then there ~a~',~ts a qum~ nonnega~ve nm~ B such t,~at A - BB~ 
Y~e proof 1"" ~o, .~a ~d Mine is nmtr~ theoretic. Ano~er proof, by -- - ~F  _~g/&~t~ - -1  
,t._ ~ve  geometric interpretation ofGray and Wilson [5], is based on ~ 
complete positivity. 
mat~ which is not completely pos~t~t,,e. 
~ft]]'S ox,~plO~ 
A ~  
/4 0 0 2 2 | 
]0  4 3 0 2 
i O 3 4 2 0 2 0 2 4 0 
 s2oo 
an example of Alfred Horn on coposRive matrices which will be mentioned in
Section 3. Geometric proois of Theorem 2 are given in [5] and [9]. A 
combinatorial proof is ~ven ~n [2]~ The geometric nterpretation f Theorems 
I and 2 is that ior n ~ 4, every pencil o~ n vectors in R" such that the angle 
be~'een any two is right or ~ate  -~an be or~ogon~y embedded in the 
nonn~7_~afive ortb.~t - ~ ., ~, which +,  but for n >i 5 there_ am vectors ~i,- ,, 
cannot be embedded in a nonnega~ve o~ant  R~ for any k. 
Clearly, diagonally domhmnt real syn~n~c matrices are posifi.e ~ ide f io  
nRe. ~ . . . . . . . .  
T~Eo~M 3 ~11]. l f  A ~ a ~ne~ve d~g~Uy domi~nt s~me~c 
3. COPOS~v-E  MATRICF~ 
, _. ___u ~ .... basic results from the theory of cones. A nonempW 
subset K of a real vector space Y is a convex cone if it L" c |~ under 
addition and under multiplication by a nonneg~tive scahr. Let ( , ) be an 
inner product in V. The d~ of a nonernpty set K c_ V is defined by 
K* ffi { u e ~ x e g ~ (y, x) >I 0}, The deal K* is a closed convex ~ne,  
ao~ K ~ L :-~ L* ~ K*. H K and L ~ ~ ,2~n_vex cones, ~en K ~, L is 
a ~,~ ~,.,u~, ~ne and (g  n L)~ ffi c |~  K* + L*). L~ S ~ ~c  - -~  
of n × n r~ symmetric matrices with the inner product (A, B ) = trace AB. 
A symmetric matr~ A is copo~/ve if z >10 =~ x~A~ >10. Co~t ive  
matrices have applications in mathematic~ progrmmning [3] and control 
theory [i0]. Their rehtion to comp~e~ery positive ma~ce~ is given by 
Tt~oasu 4 [8]. The ~ CP of comp~ ~ ~  ~ and the ~ C 
of  c ~ ~  ~ are clo,~ cont~ cones in S. Each set is the duol of 
the other. 
Two other cones in S play a role in the rehtion between CP and C: PSD, 
the dosed co.vex ~ae d positive sc~aidefinite matrices, and NN, the c|os~ 
convex cone of nonnegaiive matrices. Theorems 1 and 2 'imply that 
CP ffi PSDN NN for n g 4 
and 
CP c PSDN NN for n >I 5. 
Since PSD+ NN ~ closed, ~e above ~¢y an~ proper inclusion are. 
equivalent to 
= PSD + NN for n ~< 4 
and 
PSD+NN c C for n>~5. 
The result for n ~ 4 was pn)v¢~l by D~da [4]; ¢h¢ ~t  e~'~=~ of ~c  
prol~r i~c]usion ~ ~c  one due to A~r~ Hem (~ [4, 7, 8]), wI~,o _L ...... J~Juw~ 
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t_n-__t 
H~ 
/ ! -1  1 1 -I 
-1  1 -1  i 1 
~. - i  ! - !  1 
[ 1 1 -1  1 --1 
is completely it~itive btlt cannot be ~en as a ,qnn of a l~it ive ~midcfi- 
nite matrix and a non negative one. 
Observe that the inner product of H with Hall's example A of the 
previous ection is negative, which shows that A is not completely positive. 
4. THE FACTORIZATION INDF_~ 
Let A be a completely positive matrix. The smallest number k for which 
A ffi BB  r B nonnegative, B ~ R ",~, ~ c~%d the fac/or/zat/on index of A, 
and is denoted by ~(A). Obviomly .~(A)>t ran~ A. Let r ffi rank A, and let 
$N be the rnaxim~ nu__m_ber of entries which are equal to zero in a 
nonsingdar principal ~Jbmatr~ of A (of course such entries must be off 
diagonal). An upper bound for the factor'-,zation index was obtained by 
and Lsffey [9]: = 
Let ~(n)  denote the maximum of ~(A), taken over all n × n completely 
positive ma~em. 
TH -~M ~ rO~ 
t +1) ' if n is odd, 
n ~ even. 
Observe that by ~e~rem 1, p(A) ~ n and ~(n) - n when n ~< 4. 
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5. THE QUAIXrATIVE QUESTION 
We now recall a ~t ion  from combinatorial matr~ t~eory. Wit~ an 
n × ~ symmetric matrix we associate a simple graph G(A) defined by 
V(C.(A)) = {~,...,n) and ~(~(,~))= {0, ~).-" ~,  %,0). 
- _ . . . . .  _ . u~v~ the  . . . .  ,~ . , , ,  ~ . i . , , , ,~-  ~ , , ~ | ~  ~n.  
negaUve A with G(A)ffi G is eomplete|y positive? 
Bderrtng to this property as "dnicp," ~ o~se~ve that ~y Theorem ! G 
has the dnicp property if iV(G)I ~< 4. This observation is extended in [2] to 
graphs which consist of 4 vertices which may lie on eye|~ with trees 
(possibly) plant at each. Very important grap~ having t~e dnicp p~perty are 
the bipartite graphs, that is, graphs which contain no cycles of odd length. 
Tnzo~ 6 [1]. I f  A ~ a do~lv nonr~r~ , ,~~ such that G( A ) 
b~pa~v, then A ~ c~~-~i~ positive. ~r~,  
j E(C(A))I ~ ~(A) ~< iE(C(A)) [ + d-- ,  
wh~ d t~ the num~ ~¢~,~-~ ~ G(A) and is the numt~ 
of A. 
The proof is constructive and yields a simple and fast a igoH~ for the 
factorization of A. 
" - - - ' -~ '  then A coro]]ary, obtained also in [2], is f~___t if G(A) con~ no ~.,,..~,,.,.., 
~(A)--rank A. A ~ converse to Theorem 5 is 
Ttmo~ 7 [2]. I f  G contains an odd cycle of length greater than 4, 
then G does not hat~ the dn~ ~ .  
An example of a graph for which the question is st~ open is the 
"butt~!y ~graph 
@ 
@. 
U~g the notation of Theorem 6, we remark that Kaykobad [11] has 
~ho~-n ~t  ~ A ~ a nonnegativc dgagona~v don~a~t symmetric matr~ (see 
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O. SPECIAL NONNEGAT~b'~ FACTOPd-~'~TiC~$ 
wo .~...,.h..~o ,..~. ~ ,~,,,.~ ~on of svec~ nonnegative fac~or~ons  
A -- BB r. ConO~fiov~ for B to be triangclar are given in [14] and t,~-,vr~m When 
A is a nonne~t ive ~gon~y dominem syrnme~c :"~'--'o- 
chosen to be an tuteger or. in "" " ".^ I) " "  paru¢.-~-, a ~.  ma~-~. The number of 
F inny ,  not every completely positive matrix ~.  be expressed as A =- B ~ 
where B is a symmetric nonn~at~ve matrix. For example, the matrix 
1 0 I)  
0 1 1 
1 1 $ 
~ ~  ~ "-~,~ way. However, . . . . .  . . i~en  in such a 
T~mo~ 8 [13]. I f  A is an n x n positive sem~ni t .e  and doubly 
st.ocha,v~ and i f  a ,  <~ l / (n  - I), ~ = 1,. . . ,  n, ¢h~m the positive semideflnite 
squ~ wo~ of  A is doubly stochoa~. 
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